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A Time 4 Friends is the fifth book in the beloved Elmo Jenkins series. It&apos;s actually a collection

of four stories that take place between book four, A Tale of Two Elmos, and book six, Hearts on

Fire. A Time 4 Friends gives readers a sneak peek into the colorful lives of the supporting

characters that inhabit the world of Elmo Jenkins and First Church. Simultaneously hilarious and

thought-provoking, these stories help canonize the ongoing adventures of the staff at the church.

You&apos;ll laugh, you&apos;ll cry, you&apos;ll be inspired.
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Great but do not purchase it if you have already purchased the Elmo Jenkins Novelettes, they are

the same, I love thes novels but was disapponited when started reading it and discovered that it was

not a fifth novel but the novelettes all together

I love this writer's humor. Time after time I was taken by surprise by something written in this book



and laughed out loud (yes, out loud). So far I have read all "Elmo Jenkins" books and will watch for

further publications by this author. Also appreciated the many times there were references to the

Bible - some thoughts were comforting and some were there seemingly just for me to pay attention

to. Thank you Kindle for having these available to download.

Once again, McMillian does not disappoint in his ability to take you into the shoes of and into the

mind of his many colorful characters. I thoroughly enjoyed theses vignettes of the supporting actors

in the Elmo series.

Great book, Fun read! It feels like your part of the community and part of the family. I learn and

laugh, cry and consider as in I read any of the Elmo Jenkins series! Love them all.

Stories were good as always; however I have read the first 4 books, and in this collection some of

the text was taken verbatim from them. I am looking forward to the next installment, book 6. Thank

you for the delightful adventures of Elmo Jenkins and associated characters.

I have truly enjoyed all of the "Elmo Jenkins" books so far. They are full of characters that you get to

know, and love for the most part. These stories are easy to read, fun to read and something I have

trouble putting down once I start reading. *S*

It was great to preview some main characters before going to book #6. The characters are so

interesting and I am sure most churches have these lovable people in them. Bring on book #6

All the Elmo Jenkins books are just wonderful! McMillian Moody is the first author I've actually

signed up to follow on .These books are just really nice stories. They aren't filled with weird stuff that

makes you uncomfortable. You can tell your mom about them and suggest them to her (which I

did!). I love reading them.
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